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Abstract

This paper assesses the impact of the location and configuration of Battery Energy Storage Systems (BESS) on Low-Voltage (LV) feeders. BESS are now being deployed on LV networks by Distribution Network Operators (DNOs) as an alternative to conventional reinforcement (e.g. upgrading cables and transformers) in response to increased electricity demand from new technologies such as electric vehicles. By storing energy during periods of low demand and then releasing that energy at times of high demand, the peak demand of a given LV substation on the grid can be reduced therefore mitigating or at least delaying the need for replacement and upgrade. However, existing research into this application of BESS tends to evaluate the aggregated impact of such systems at the substation level and does not systematically consider the impact of the location and configuration of BESS on the voltage profiles, losses and utilisation within a given feeder.

In this paper, four configurations of BESS are considered: single-phase, unlinked three-phase, linked three-phase without storage for phase-balancing only, and linked three-phase with storage. These four configurations are then assessed based on models of two real LV networks. In each case, the impact of the BESS is systematically evaluated at every node in the LV network using Matlab linked with OpenDSS. The location and configuration of a BESS is shown to be critical when seeking the best overall network impact or when considering specific impacts on voltage, losses, or utilisation separately. Furthermore, the paper also demonstrates that phase-balancing without energy storage can provide much of the gains on unbalanced networks compared to systems with energy storage.
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1. Introduction

The transition to a low carbon economy is a major focus of energy policy in the UK and internationally as governments respond to challenging environmental targets [1, 2]. In particular, the decarbonisation of the heat and transport sectors are areas of significant strategic focus and Low Carbon Technology (LCT) such as photovoltaic (PV) generation, electric vehicles (EV) and heat pumps (HP) are expected to make significant contributions to this transition [3, 4].

As domestic consumers adopt these low-carbon technologies (LCTs) in greater numbers and the penetration of such technologies within the network increases, the distribution networks will come under increased stress. Furthermore, the uptake is expected to be not to be evenly distributed with clusters forming in the early stages of adoption leading to certain LV networks exceeding their constraints even at low national adoption rates [5]. However, traditional planning approaches are not fit-for-purpose for this uptake of LCTs. For low-voltage (LV) networks, traditional planning commonly utilises established understanding of diversity where After Diversity Maximum Demand (ADMD) values are applied to voltage drop and loading calculations. Unchanged for many years, these methods are based on historical load analysis and incorporate standard load growth assumptions that are no longer valid. Furthermore, once installed, the networks are generally unmonitored.

DNOs are aware that changes are needed in the planning process and analysis of future network trends has predicted distribution network operators will become more active in operating via innovation in the use of existing and new technologies [6]. The Smart Grid which, although varying definitions exist, is often described in terms of a power system with increased use of innova-
tive technology is considered essential in order to fa-

cilitate the low carbon transition [7, 8, 9], and so these changes and associated challenges can not be avoided.

Traditional network reinforcement solutions involve adjustment of secondary transformer tap settings fol-

lowed by asset upgrade (e.g. transformer upgrade and line re-conductoring) where the impact from changing the tap settings is insufficient. As a technical solution that avoids directly interfacing with customers to alter demand and generation profiles, Battery Energy Storage Systems (BESS) are receiving increased attention in academic studies and industrial trials. By locating BESS at strategic locations within the distribution network, power flows can be managed and benefits achieved in terms of voltage profile, cable loading (line utilisation) and losses. Appropriate charging and discharging can offset excessive voltage rise and reverse-

power flow due to PV installations, excessive voltage drop and thermal overloads due to new LCT load, and in general improve losses through peak demand reduction.

However, these benefits are often assessed in aggregation, and so don’t consider the location of the BESS within the LV feeder, or are considered in isolation and assume that a location that is ideal for voltage, for example, is also ideal for peak power flow. This paper will demonstrate that this assumption is in most cases not valid and the in general location within the feeder is a critical consideration when trying to maximise the benefits from BESS.

A number of BESS were installed and trialled in the UK distribution networks. Above the LV level, the main purpose of BESS is to provide support for primary substations and mitigate operational constraints [10, 11] or provide balancing services and reduce curtailment of renewable generation [12]. In these cases, the anticipated impact of BESS is known, as the distribution networks at medium voltage are closely monitored. On the LV network, BESS have been installed within the customer premises aiming to increase self-consumption of domestic PV generations and making use of time-of-use tariffs [13]. Community energy storage has been trialled to support the LV feeder through peak shaving and reactive power injection/absorption [14]. BESS have also been deployed on LV feeders at the street-level, owned and controlled by the DNO, in order to reduce peak demand on a given feeder as well as to address voltage constraints and harmonics [15].

In all the cases described above, forecasting at least day-ahead power and energy demand is essential in or-

der to optimise management of the BESS. Set-point based control methods, that operate a battery rather like a thermostat regulates temperature and charge or dis-

charge based on one or more thresholds, are able to demonstrate a net positive impact but achieve far from optimal performance and so often require bigger batter-
ies for the same gain compared to forecast-based meth-
ods. By incorporating an expectation of future demand, albeit with a level of uncertainty that must be taken into account, control methods that include forecasts are able to outperform set-point based methods by reserving headroom for the periods of lowest demand and capac-
ity for the periods of highest demand in the day [16, 17].

In practical situations, the feasible installation locations and configurations of storage units may be lim-

ited. Field trial deployments have used engineering judgement and product availability to configure and locate BESS in distribution networks to evaluate benef-
ts [18, 14]. Further evaluation indicates that practi-
cal BESS deployments can support voltage and power flow events but should not be expected to provide a solution to all events at all times. Establishing the business case requires maximising the benefits against multiple objectives and realising the full potential of the technology. Paying attention to the impact of the location of the BESS within a feeder is one key part maximising these benefits.

The work presented in this paper is motivated by the LCNF New Thames Valley Vision Project (NTVV) where BESS have been installed on the LV network at the street level and are operated by the DNO [19]. Assuming access to retrospective smart meter data but limited real-time network monitoring, the existing control strategy for these BESS is to forecast individual end-point (e.g. household) load profiles, aggregate them at the substation level, and then determine the charge and discharge schedule for the BESS on a per phase basis that minimises the overall daily peak demand seen at the substation. However, although the result of this peak re-
duction is improved voltage profile, cable loading and losses upstream of the BESS, LV feeder conditions are not explicitly included in the control strategy and the potential benefits to the LV network are not considered. This paper builds on the existing scheduling algorithm work and addresses this issue of how best to locate and operate such BESS units in LV networks for maximum overall benefit within the LV network itself. The paper develops an analytical method for the positioning of known configurations of BESS, operating in the peak re-
duction mode described above, on LV feeders for max-

imun benefit to the LV network conditions.
2. Methodology

The impact of various BESS peak configurations and associated control algorithm, on real LV networks under worst case loading conditions, is assessed in order to establish the key considerations and trade-off’s between a range of network performance metrics and BESS location. The LV networks selected, described in detail in Section 2.1, are real urban LV feeders with common characteristics such as multiple branches and single phase spurs. Furthermore, existing demand is pushing the operational conditions of these networks outside the statutory limits. Examining real networks instead of a theoretical, simple radial feeder helps to highlight the complexities of real networks. However, as discussed further in Section 2.1.1, real smart meter data for individual customers from a separate study is used to drive the models in this paper. Nevertheless, network constraints on the two networks are also breached in the results presented later in the paper suggesting that the reason for these violations is partially due to the existing network structure.

The configurations and algorithms, explained in detail in Section 3, illustrate a range of operational examples and highlight key issues, but are not necessarily intended as optimal or best-in-class exemplars. The selected configurations and algorithms do highlight the separate role of power electronics and energy storage
in terms of both phase-balancing and peak reduction, which is not commonly considered in the literature. The algorithms used in this paper seek to reduce the peak power demand during day and do not take into account voltage, losses or utilisation. However, the impact of those peak-reduction algorithms are on voltage, losses and utilisation is considered and forms the main body of results. Although algorithms could certainly be written that do seek to balance all of these metrics, it is not necessary to do so for the impact study presented in this paper.

In order to assess the impact of the location of the BESS, in each configuration, the BESS is located at each node in each networks and the network is then simulated using OpenDSS.

2.1. LV Network Models

The two LV network models used in this paper are based on two real LV networks located within the Thames Valley Vision Project. Network 1, shown in Figure 1a, was selected to represent a typical a LV feeder with an unbalanced number of end-points on each phase whereas Network 2 (42 customers on phase 1, 43 customers on phase 2, and 32 customers on phase 3), shown in Figure 1b, was selected to represent a typical a LV feeder a more balanced number of end-points on each phase (18 customers on phase 1, 20 customers on phase 2, and 18 customers on phase 3).

These two LV networks have been modelled in OpenDSS, the open source distribution system simulator developed by EPRI. In OpenDSS all phases are modelled, allowing unbalanced load flow and examination of neutral currents. Utilising the COM interface of OpenDSS, all data processing and scripting is carried out in Matlab with OpenDSS providing network modelling and load flow functionality.

2.1.1. Demand Data

Smart meter trial data made publicly available by Ireland's Commission for Energy Regulation [20] has been used to allocate real domestic load profiles to the case study feeders. An estimated worst case winter week was chosen from the smart meter data set. Profiles were then randomly selected from the pool and allocated to each of the case study loads. The profiles are half hourly kW and for simplicity, the power factor is assumed to be unity.

2.1.2. Baseline Simulation

For each network shown in Figure 2.1, the chosen winter week has been simulated to provide a baseline of network performance for node voltages, kW profile at the feeder head (substation), and maximum cable loading under the simulated load conditions. Nodal voltages are assessed against the ESQCR standards adopted by UK DNOs under the Distribution Code; supply voltage must be within +10/-6% of nominal 230v [21]. Cable loading is assessed against the rated continuous capacity.

As can be seen in Figure 1c the unbalanced load connection of Network 1 causes significant overloading of Phase 1 (blue trace) with minimum voltage on days 1 and 4. The locations of the worst observed minimum voltage are highlighted in Figure 1a with blue, green and red triangle for phases 1, 2 and 3 respectively.

Although Network 2 has a more balanced load connection a degree of unbalance is still evident, as is inevitable at this level of disaggregation of load and asynchronous consumer behaviour. Under these worst case conditions, minimum voltage level on phase 1 and 2 has breached the limit on several occasions. On the day 6, due to high demand on all three phases, phases 1 and 2 breach the minimum voltage limit within the same hour.

Both case study examples represent LV networks that are experiencing voltage and thermal breaches of operational limits. As discussed in the introductory sections, the application of BESS to resolve such LV network issues is an increasingly viable option for DNOs. For example, power injection on Phase 1 at the end of the branch with the worst voltage problem during peak hours would alleviate the voltage issues. The following sections of this paper will investigate in detail the role the BESS can play in supporting operation of these two networks and the impact of location on performance.

3. BESS Configurations and Scheduling Algorithms

Four different BESS operational configurations are considered in this paper: a single-phase BESS connected to the most heavily loaded phase on a feeder; three single-phase, independently operated and co-located BESS’s, connected to all three-phases at a common location on a feeder; a three-phase BESS that is able to use power electronics to move energy between phases and performs this phase-balancing function without using any energy storage capacity; and finally a three-phase BESS that is able to perform both phase-balancing and peak reduction using battery energy storage. The following subsections describe each of these configurations in more detail and also the algorithm that is used in each case to determine the operational power profile of the BESS. Once the charge and...
discharge power profile for the BESS has been determined based on aggregated data, this profile is re-used for every location on the feeder that the BESS is trialled. The algorithms and presented here are intended to facilitate an investigation into the impact of such approaches on the resulting performance of the BESS. More advanced algorithms can certainly be developed and such development should be encouraged.

Several assumptions are made in the generation of the BESS charge and discharge schedules in the interest of simplifying the control approach:

- The scheduling algorithm has access to perfect forecasts of daily energy demand. The authors, and other researchers, have developed algorithms that don’t make this assumption and include a real-time correct element [17, 22, 23]. However, such algorithms do not significantly impact the key points addressed in this paper.

- The aim of the BESS scheduling algorithm is to reduce the maximum daily energy demand peak on the feeder as measured at the substation. Although alternative strategies exist, such as direct voltage control, peak reduction is commonly used in the literature and is an appropriate choice for comparison purposes.

- Energy stored within the BESS for the minimum amount of time in order to release the resources of BESS for other functions e.g. arbitrage or peak reduction at higher levels of distribution network. In the content of the New Thames Valley Vision project, as well as much of the emerging literature, it is recognised that for BESS to be cost effective, they will need to perform more than one function [16, 24, 25].

- The maximum charge and discharge rate is constant for all levels of BESS state of charge. This approximation does not have a significant impact on the key issues addressed in this paper.

- The BESS scheduling algorithm presented in this paper is not intended for long-term control and hence does not take into account impact of storage cycling on the operational lifetime of the battery.

The following sub-sections describe each of the BESS configurations and associated control algorithms. Example charge and discharge schedules are generated for day 1 of the worst-case week previously identified for network 1 only.

3.1. Configuration 1: Single-phase BESS on one phase

One use-case for a BESS is to alleviate voltage and current issues on the most heavily loaded phase of a three-phase feeder. It may be considered unnecessary to install a BESS on every phase, or install a three-phase system when the heavy loading on one phase is due to more customers being connected to that phase compared to the others. In this case, the cause of the phase-imbalance is a fundamental part of the feeder structure. Configuration 1 seeks to represent this case of a single-phase BESS connected to a single-phase of a feeder. Phase-balancing in this configuration is impossible as the BESS is only connected to one phase.

The algorithm used for Configuration 1 uses the Matlab optimisation solver to minimise the cost function given in equation (1). This cost function aims to minimise the maximum peak demand under the BESS operation within the control horizon such that the time duration of energy stored in the battery is also minimised, in line with the assumptions previously stated.

\[
\text{minimize } \max \left( \sum_{k} \left( D_{f}(k) + P(k) \right)^{2} \right) + \alpha \sum_{k} C(k) \quad (1)
\]

Subject to following constraints:

\[
C_{\text{min}} \leq C(k) \leq C_{\text{max}} \quad (2)
\]

\[-P_{\text{max}} \leq P(k) \leq P_{\text{max}} \quad (3)
\]

\[C(k) = C(k-1) + \eta \tau P(k) \quad (4)
\]

\[\eta = \begin{cases} \frac{\eta}{2} & \text{if } P(k) \geq 0, \\ \eta & \text{if } P(k) < 0. \end{cases} \quad (5)
\]

where \( D_{f}(k) \) - vector of forecasted aggregate demand at time \( k \) for the feeder in question and the phase where BESS in installed; \( P(k) \) - power flow from BESS to network; \( \alpha \) - weighting of total energy stored in BESS over the day; \( C(k) \) - energy stored in BESS in kWh; \( C_{\text{max}} \) and \( C_{\text{min}} \) - maximum and minimum constrains on BESS energy capacity; \( P_{\text{max}} \) - maximum rating of BESS for charge and discharge; \( \eta \) - BESS efficiency and \( \tau \) - duration of time period in hours. Constraints given in equations (2) - (5) represent the physical constraints on power electronics, energy storage capacity and energy storage model with separate charge and discharge efficiencies.

The resultant BESS schedule and state of charge profile for phase 1 of day 1 of network 1 is given in figure 2a.

3.2. Configuration 2: Three single-phase storage

Previous trials showed that separate single-phase storage can be effective in supporting network operation...
Figure 2: Scheduled power flows from the BESS into network and the resultant state-of-charge profiles for each BESS configuration.
The benefit of phase-balancing function is evident for unbalanced feeders with asynchronous customer behaviour. However, social events or TV programmes could cause synchronous customer demand causing peaks on all three phases simultaneously that cannot be resolved with phase balancing only.

The algorithm used for Configuration 3 for arithmetic phase balancing is given below in Algorithm 1. This algorithm computes the average power across all phases for each time-step and then determines the BESS power flow on each phase that will bring the current power as close to this average as possible.

Applying phase balancing algorithms to the forecasted demand for day 1 of network 1 creates the power flow schedule for each phase depicted in figure 2c. The SoC plot for configuration is included for completeness but shows no data as the energy storage component is not used in this configuration.

### 3.4. Configuration 4: Three phase balancing combined with energy storage

The BESS configuration 4 is designed to represent the energy storage and management devices deployed in the Bracknell area in UK as part of NTVV project. Each device consists of three-phase power electronics capable of performing a phase balancing function and modular energy storage with total capacity of a single-phase BESS presented in configuration 1. Therefore, this device combines the benefits of balancing power between phases with energy time shifting with energy storage.

A day-ahead schedule for each phase is generated from forecasted demand with an aim to minimise the following cost function:

$$\text{minimise } \max\left\{\frac{1}{48}\sum_{k=1}^{48} (\hat{D}_k(k))^2 + \alpha \sum_{k=1}^{48} C(k) \right\}$$

where

$$\hat{D}_k(k) = D_k(k) + P(k)$$

$$\Phi(k) = \left\{ (\hat{D}_k(k) - \hat{D}_k(k))^2, (\hat{D}_k(k) - \hat{D}_k(k))^2, (\hat{D}_k(k) - \hat{D}_k(k))^2 \right\}$$

Subject to following constraints:

$$C_{\min} \leq C(k) \leq C_{\max}$$

$$-P_{\max} \leq P^p(k) \leq P_{\max}, p = 1, 2, 3$$

$$C(k) = C(k - 1) + \eta \sum_{p} P^p(k)$$

$$\eta = \begin{cases} \eta & \text{if } \sum_{p} P^p(k) \geq 0, \\ \frac{1}{\eta} & \text{if } \sum_{p} P^p(k) < 0. \end{cases}$$

where, $\hat{D}_k(k)$ is the expected demand under BESS operation per phase, $\Phi(k)$ is the demand difference between phases under BESS operation, $\hat{D}_k(k)$ is the vector with...
forecasted aggregated demand on each phase at time \( k \), \( P(k) \) is the power flow on each phase from BESS at time \( k \). Constraints given in equations (9) - (12) are equivalent to (2) - (5) for three-phase operation.

As per the other configurations, the resulting power flow schedule per phase, and SoC, can be seen in 2d.

4. Case Study Analysis

In this section, scheduling algorithms are applied to the case study LV networks and the impact of location on key network parameters are evaluated for each BESS configuration. The networks are simulated across the full week but for clarity, the worst case day, with highest peak power, is used for the results presented below. For each network and BESS configuration, the minimum voltage, maximum line overload per phase and total losses observed during the day are taken as the performance metrics. This process is repeated for each possible location (all three-phase buses) of the BESS on the network. Detailed results are presented for Network 1 and then comparative summary results are presented for Network 2.

4.1. Network 1 Location Analysis

4.1.1. Configuration 1: Single Phase BESS on One Phase

Due to highest peak demand, caused by greater number of customers on phase 1, the single phase BESS device connected to phase 1 and was tried on all three-phase locations. The BESS is sized at 30% of the highest peak half-hourly energy consumption on the phase and scheduled to reduce peak demand as per cost function 1.

In Figure 3a, the losses, utilisation per phase and minimum voltage per phase is plotted as a function of the nodal location of the BESS. The impact of BESS location on losses is not significant reaching 95 kWh around Buses 60-95 and up to 100 kWh at the end of the feeder. However, the minimum voltage on phase 1 can be significantly improved by locating the BESS around Buses 66-81.

Single-phase BESS only impacts the power flow on one phase therefore line utilisation is only improved on the phase that the BESS is connected to. The lowest line utilisation on phase 1 is achieved by locating BESS on buses 18-95, yet the current flow through the feeder is still above the recommended line rating. Beyond bus 95, the BESS is located on a branch of the feeder and therefore can only offset power flow from the consumers down the line.

4.1.2. Configuration 2: Single Phase BESS on All Three Phases

Similarly to single-phase BESS, in Figure 3b, a similar improvement in the worst-case minimum voltage is achievable but only if the BESS is installed between nodes 60-63, a smaller range than for Configuration 1. As expected, the BESS is now having an influence on all three phases, but the greatest benefit is still achieved by locating the BESS according to Phase 1. Therefore, in this particular example and perhaps more generally for unbalanced LV feeders with one phase more heavily loaded than the others, there is no significant benefit in installing three single-phase BESS, as a similar benefit can be obtained with just one. The impact of additional BESS devices connected to other phases does not improve the overall network condition. Voltage and line utilisation on the heaviest phase still violates the constraints.

4.1.3. Configuration 3: Three Phase BESS Using Phase Balancing only

With reference to Figure 3c, for the phase balancing without storage configuration, more significant variations in impact occur by location. As power is being pulled down one phase to be discharged on another, the trade-off on impacts between phases becomes more evident with location, as does the influence of location on losses. The minimum voltage on phase 1 improves dramatically between buses 20 and 95. This improvement occurs against a corresponding degradation in voltage of phases 2 and 3. Losses vary significantly by location with best positions found around bus 38 and between buses 60-65.

Fundamentally, the overall network performance is significantly improved by using phase-balancing without storage. Locating BESS between buses 38 and 95 mitigates voltage violations on phase 1 and reduced line utilisation to a level below the maximum recommended rating.

4.1.4. Configuration 4: Three Phase BESS with Full Functionality

As seen in Figure 3d, when storage capacity is added to the phase balancing functionality, the pattern is very similar to the previous configuration with phase-balancing without storage. Instead of transferring power from phases 2 and 3 to phase 1, energy storage is used to inject power to phase 1. Consequently, phase 2 and 3 have better line utilisation and higher minimum voltage. Given that for many BESS systems the cost of the energy storage is much higher than for the power electronics, the results presented here suggest that for
(a) Impact of Configuration 1 (one single-phase BESS on phase 1)

(b) Impact of Configuration 2 (three single-phase BESS).

(c) Impact of Configuration 3 (three phase phase balancing BESS).

(d) Impact of Configuration 4 (three phase balancing with storage function BESS).

Figure 3: Impact of BESS location on the key network operation metrics for each BESS configuration assessed on network 1.

A LV network feeder with significant phase imbalance it would be more cost effective to install a three-phase power electronics systems without energy storage.
null
is the specified maximum% cable rating (100% in this case). The objective is to minimise $CP$.

$$CP = \sum_{i}^{M} (C_i/C_{ref})^2$$ (14)

Using the above assumptions and metrics, the proposed process is:

1. Identify all locations where the network is within operational limits.
2. Rank these locations in terms of losses to identify the best location.
3. If no locations achieve operational limits, rank location in terms of voltage and cable loading.

Table 2: Highest ranked BESS locations for Both Networks

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BESS configuration</th>
<th>Network 1</th>
<th>Network 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>One single phase BESS</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Three single phase BESS</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phase balancing only</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phase balancing + storage</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 shows the highest ranked locations for each BESS configuration and network as evaluated on the network improvement metrics on a day with the heaviest loading.

The highest ranked location for one single-phase configuration is marked ‘A’ on the figures 1a and 1b. For network 1 this location corresponds to the best improvement on phase with lowest voltage as it experiences the heaviest loading and hence is the priority for improvement. For the network 2, the highest ranked location for single-phase BESS configuration is a three phase bus just before the branching of the feeder.

BESS configuration 2 in network 1 has highest ranked location close to the top of the of the branch with weakest voltage, whereas for network 2 it is the same location as for the one single-phase BESS. Highest ranked location for configuration 2 is marked ‘B’ on figures 1a and 1b, for network 1 and 2 respectively.

Phase balancing and phase balancing with storage configurations provide overall improvement on all phases and reduction of network losses. The greater effect from these configurations can be achieved by placing BESS higher on the feeder, closer to substation, to supply greater number of loads with balanced voltages, yet close enough to weakest node to provide the necessary support. Intuitively, best location for BESS configuration 3 and 4 would be at or before feeder branching.

Highest ranking locations for phase balancing and phase balancing with storage for both networks are marked with ‘C’ on figures 1a and 1b, for network 1 and 2 respectively. In both cases, the locations are at the top of two branches, allowing BESS to improve the lowest voltage nodes until within the statutory limits (see table 1).

4.3. Impact of BESS at the highest ranked Location

For each of the network case studies, the worst case winter week scenario has been simulated with each BESS configuration located at the best location identified in Table 2. The resulting ‘best possible’ impacts for each BESS are described in the following sections.

4.3.1. Network 1

The impact of each BESS configuration network operation on day 1 at the half-hourly basis is shown on figure 4.

The impact of phase balancing function compared to single-phase BESS is immediately visible: power flow and line utilisation are in close proximity to each other on all phases throughout most of the day. The only significant deviation in power flow and line rating occurs around 6 pm where a peak consumption occurs on all three phases, with phase 1 having significantly higher peak. At this point BESS configurations 3 and 4 reach maximum power output on phase 1 and cannot inject more power on phase 1. The difference between configuration 3 and 4, is that for phase balancing during peak reduction, power is transferred from other phases at the same time as the peak as opposed to absorbed from other phases by storage before the peak. For single-phase BESS, the improvement is only achieved on the phase the BESS is connected to with insignificant impact on other phases.

The results showing impact of each BESS configuration at their optimum locations are summarised in Figure 6a. For this network, the best results for all network parameters are obtained from the phase-balancing approach.

The summary of impact of each BESS configuration against baseline on network 1 is given in figure 6a. Overall, each BESS configuration improves the network operation by increasing minimum voltage, reduction of line utilisation and losses. However, configuration 3 and 4 increase minimum voltage above the statutory constraint, reduce maximum line utilisation below recommended maximum and significantly reduces network losses.
4.3.2. Network 2

With reference to Figure 6a, since network 2 is more balanced compared to network 1, pure phase balancing configuration does not perform as well as phase balancing with storage. At the time of highest demand, around 27th half hour of the day (see figure 5a and 5d), the loading on three phases is more or less equal. This balanced condition does not provide any margin for configuration 3 to provide peak reduction. The addition of storage capacity to phase balancing allows further reduce peak power demand on all three phases, hence further improving minimum voltage and losses.

5. Discussion

Previous sections covered the impact of each BESS configuration and its location on the network performance. The metrics for evaluating the performance are based on voltage constraints, maximum line utilisation rating and total daily losses. Figure 6 summarises the impact of each BESS configuration on the networks if BESS is installed at the recommended locations given in table 2.

BESS configuration 1, single-phase storage rated to deal with 30% of the peak and located on the most loaded phase, have improved the network operation for both networks. However, the improvement is only evident on the phase the BESS is connected to and the constraints are not resolved: phase 1 voltage on network 1, phase 2 voltage on network 2, line utilisation on phase 1 network 1, and phase 2 on network 2.

BESS configuration 2, co-located three single-phase storage each rated to deal with 30% of the peak, also
improved the network operation for both networks, but for network 1 not all constraints are resolved for phase 1. Network 2, on the other hand, all constraints are resolved and BESS configuration 2 achieved lowest daily losses.

Due to the unbalanced nature of network 1, phase-balancing configurations of BESS have sufficiently improved network operation to alleviate voltage and thermal constraints as well as achieve significantly lower losses. The addition of storage to the phase-balancing power electronics provides greater reduction in thermal constraints and losses.

Network 2, however, is more balanced and three-phase BESS configurations do not have the same effect as on network 1. A purely phase balancing solution does not resolve thermal constraints on phases 1 and 2. However, the addition of storage sized to deal with 30% of a peak on the heaviest phase achieves similar performance in thermal constraint management as the three single-phase BESS configuration, with three times as much of storage capacity and hence cost.

The best location of the BESS is governed by the BESS configuration aligned with the structure of the network and customer behaviour. Intuitively, the greatest impact on voltages occurs when the storage is located nearest to the nodes with worst voltage drop, which is true for single-phase storage (see Figure 1a and 1b, location A. By incorporating phase-balancing, the best location for a BESS moves towards the top of the branch due to the influence of lower losses caused by supplying more balanced voltages to a greater number of customers.

Figure 5: Comparison of losses, minimum voltage and line utilisation for Network 2
Clearly the extent of the network unbalance influences the requirements on the BESS and in cases such as described above, phase balancing operation appears to have most value. However, the fact that phase balancing increases load on weaker phases introduces the potential for additional problems to be introduced. Yet, additional load on the weaker phases can be mitigated by including an energy storage device in combination with phase balancing. Comparison of the configurations above shows that for the given networks, similar performance can be achieved with a third of a storage capacity compared to three single-phase BESS configuration.

6. Conclusions

This paper has presented an impact assessment of Battery Energy Storage Systems (BESS) configuration and location on the Operation of LV feeders. Two real UK urban networks LV feeders, with unbalanced and balanced customer connection, were analysed under worst case winter demand from real domestic profiles. The main goal of the BESS that was trialled in to the two networks was to reduce peak-demand, although performance was assessed in terms of losses, voltage and line utilisation. Four BESS configurations, with associated control algorithms, were considered: a single-phase BESS unit, three single-phase co-located storage units, three-phase power electronics unit without storage, and a three-phase BESS unit with storage.

These BESS configurations were trialled at each node in the two networks in order to determine the impact of the location and configuration of the BESS on peak reduction, voltage, losses and line utilisation. For both networks, the best locations for each BESS configuration followed a similar pattern: single phase solutions were most beneficial if placed on the branch with lowest phase voltage, and for phase-balancing configurations, the best location tended to the top of branches.

Even at the best location, single-phase configurations rated at 30% of the peak half-hourly demand did not resolve voltage and thermal constraints for the unbalanced network 1. In contrast, phase-balancing solutions, placed at a top of two branches within this unbalanced network were shown to balance the power flow across phases and significantly improved network operation, resolving all voltage and thermal issues.

For Network 2, being more balanced, the pure phase-balancing configuration did not provide the required improvement. Voltage and thermal issues were only resolved by placing three single-phase BESS or phase-balancing with storage; the storage was essential to mitigating peak demand that was synchronised across all phases. However, the required energy storage capacity of the phase-balancing and storage configuration was shown to be only a third of the three single-phase storage units.

Fundamentally, this work and results presented in this paper has demonstrated that the location and configuration of a BESS has a significant impact on the resulting impact the BESS has on the local network. Key observations are that for an unbalanced network, the most cost effective solution may be to deploy either a single-phase BESS or a power-electronic system without storage. On balanced networks, a three-phase BESS can be
configured with less storage capacity than single-phase BESS and achieve the same or better performance.
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